ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Quality metrics have been studied to assess the image and video quality. Subjective quality assessment (QA) is effective since it reflects closely the human perception. However, subjective QA is inefficient in views of the computation time and cost, because it requires various experiments of real-time QA for a large number of images/videos. Thus, instead of subjective QA, objective QA is preferred. Objective QA shows a good performance when its result is similar to that of subjective QA. Objective QA is also needed to meet various requirements such as the computation time and cost.
Development of objective image/video QA (IQA/VQA) coinciding with the subjective image quality is important because people are the ultimate evaluators [1] . Thus, IQA/VQA can be applied to image/video processing, reproduction, and compression systems [2] . In other words, in some restricted applications, IQA/VQA might balance the tradeoff between desired quality and limited resources. For example, QA can be applied to video compression systems such as H.263, H.264/AVC, and moving picture experts group (MPEG). Generally, the peak to signal to noise ratio (PSNR) or mean squared error (MSE) is used to control the compression ratio, which does not reflect the human visual system (HVS). Objective QA is preferred to effectively consider the HVS, which will enhance the compression efficiency. Practically, video coding system was developed in [3] , where a rate control technique was proposed by using a video quality metric.
Moreover, QA can be used to measure the quality of service (QoS) for service provider. For example, service channel provider can estimate channel condition such as the amount of additive channel noise and data loss by measuring quality of contents [4] . Although the same video (or image) is transmitted, users are differently perceived by channel distortions. Thus, service channel provider can charge a rate according to service quality.
For these reasons, many image quality metrics have been developed [5] . Video quality experts group (VQEG) of International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is working for standardization [6, 7] . VQA methods are classified into three types depending on the availability of reference video (or image): full-reference (FR) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] that uses all the information of a reference video, reduced-reference (RR) [14] [15] [16] [17] that utilizes features of a reference video, and no-reference (NR) [18] [19] [20] that does not employ any information of a reference video. The availability of the reference video is related to transmission data size. From this fact, it is easy to see that transmission data size is an important issue in VQA. Practically, in some applications such as mobile devices and Internet protocol television (IPTV), transmission data size is very important because their network provides limited resources. These applications utilize data compression (H.263, H.264/AVC, and MPEG) to reduce transmission data size. Therefore, the methodology using data compression is of great advantage to VQA in the previously mentioned applications. This paper especially focuses on RR VQA for mobile videos. Recently, mobile contents are widely used in video applications such as digital multimedia broadcasting (DMB) and video streaming by portable devices. Practically, digital mobile video should be compressed because of the limitation of network bandwidth in mobile network. So, video compression techniques (H.263 and H.264/AVC) are used for mobile video applications. In [21] , Lee and Sim proposed an objective video quality evaluation method for digital mobile videos. They used block, edge, gradient features to consider block artifacts caused by video codec. Generally, conventional RR VQAs extract features from the reference video, and transmits them, which is suitable for video, via an ancillary channel. However, to assess quality of mobile video, some conditions should be considered. For example, the size of RR features is very restricted (for example, the bit rate of encoded common intermediate format (CIF) is between 64 to 512 kbps and VQEG (multimedia test plan) recommends 10 to 64 kbps for the size of RR) and video stream (not video) is transmitted. We consider this circumstance, so we focus on reduction of transmission data size and directly utilize video stream information. Specifically, we use motion vectors (MVs) that are directly obtained from video stream as features of video through the parsing process. To reduce the transmission data size, rather than directly comparing MVs of reference and distorted videos, we compare one-dimensional (1-D) MV distributions, several parameters of which are transmitted to a receiver. In this process, we use a Laplacian modeling of MV distribution to reduce transmission data size without sacrificing quality. Note that MV distributions are computed over whole frames of a video, not on each frame. The proposed method uses MV histograms as feature information computed over all frames of a video, because overall impression is more efficient than impression of each frame for VQA.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of QA. Section 3 presents the proposed VQA method using Laplacian modeling of MV distributions. Experimental results with discussions are shown Section on future works.
OVERVIEW OF QA
Traditionally, the quality of a video (or an image) is estimated by calculating the squared error (MSE). Thus, the PSNR and MSE are compressed data and reference data in the compression algorithms (video coding and image compression). However, they are not enough to reflect the human visua development of image processing (such as size of an image, compression technology) camera, storage devices, transmission bandwidth higher quality contents to visual satisfaction.
Limitation of Conventional QA
The simplest process to calculate the difference between two images is subtraction. For example, the PSNR and MSE are based on and the distorted image
where the operation E denotes the expectation. From the MSE, the PSNR is defined as
where MAX represents the maximum value at a pixel (generally, 255 or 1). From (1) and (2), the PSNR and MSE just calculate the pixel limitations to assess the image quality. The limitations can be easily observed fro which shows examples of three distorted images that Traditionally, the quality of a video (or an image) is estimated by calculating the PSNR squared error (MSE). Thus, the PSNR and MSE are used to calculate the difference between compressed data and reference data in the compression algorithms (video coding and image However, they are not enough to reflect the human visual perception due to development of image processing (such as size of an image, compression technology) camera, storage devices, transmission bandwidth, and so on. According to this development, people need higher quality contents to visual satisfaction. Thus, research of QA is needed.
process to calculate the difference between two images is subtraction. For example, the PSNR and MSE are based on subtraction process. The MSE between the reference image is defined as gives conclusions and comments PSNR or mean to calculate the difference between compressed data and reference data in the compression algorithms (video coding and image l perception due to development of image processing (such as size of an image, compression technology) camera, and so on. According to this development, people need process to calculate the difference between two images is subtraction. For example, the reference image
denotes the expectation. From the MSE, the PSNR is defined as (2) represents the maximum value at a pixel (generally, 255 or 1). From (1) and (2), the wise difference value of an image. So, there are limitations to assess the image quality. The limitations can be easily observed from Figure 1 , perception. Figures  1(a) , all of which have the similar d images is differently perceived by the HVS.
This means that This problem will be more and more this problem, there have been many studies on IQA/VQA. 
Types of Objective QA
FR quality metrics are effective they have a limitation on multimedia services through network because they need reference video. The PSNR and MSE are typical FR computationally simple, so it is easy to implement them in closely correlated with the HVS. Recently, edge PSNR were proposed. The edge PSNR considers the HVS based on the PSNR, utilizing the fact the HVS is sensitive to change of features such as (ITU-T) Standardization Sector recommendation J.144: using structure information of images [ QA by using the mean, variance, and covariance of reference and distorted images. Also, to enhance the SSIM, a gradient-based structural similarity (GSSIM) [ the fact that the HVS is sensitive to metric using singular value decomposition (SVD) [ between reference and distorted images are compared.
NR quality metrics use any information of a reference video. Susstrunk and Winkler prop color IQA method by considering compression or transmission distortion [ artifacts such as blocking, blurring, and color bleeding, from which they assessed color image quality. Hasler and Susstrunk proposed a image [19] . They employed the CIELAB color space to reflect the HVS, in which the mean, standard deviation, and distance information of a color image are used.
RR quality metrics using features of reference FR quality metrics, so they can be practically Figure 2 illustrates a block diagram reference video via ancillary channel. Then, receiver analyzes features of distorted video and received data (features of the reference video) to estimate quality of distorted video. 2, the performance of RR quality metrics is dependent on the features extracted from reference video. Thus, many feature extraction methods have been proposed for [22] , an RR quality metric is proposed using edge histogram descriptor (EHD) of feature information. Also, Wang and Simoncelli proposed wavelet coefficients as feature information for QA [16] . They reduced the amount of transmission data by comparing computed effective since they use all the information of a reference video. However, multimedia services through network because they need reference video. The PSNR and MSE are typical FR measures. These methods are computationally simple, so it is easy to implement them in real-time. However, their result is not HVS. Recently, edge PSNR [17] and structural similarity (SSIM) [ PSNR considers the HVS based on the PSNR, utilizing the fact the features such as edges. It was adopted as ITU-Telecommunication Standardization Sector recommendation J.144: Annex B. Wang et al. proposed the SSIM using structure information of images [4] . The SSIM uses the structural difference of images the mean, variance, and covariance of reference and distorted images. Also, to based structural similarity (GSSIM) [9] was proposed by utilizing the HVS is sensitive to change of edges. Shnayderman et al. proposed the FR quality metric using singular value decomposition (SVD) [11] , in which SVD results of each block between reference and distorted images are compared.
NR quality metrics use any information of a reference video. Susstrunk and Winkler prop method by considering compression or transmission distortion [18] . They measured artifacts such as blocking, blurring, and color bleeding, from which they assessed color image quality. Hasler and Susstrunk proposed a color image quality metric using color information of an ]. They employed the CIELAB color space to reflect the HVS, in which the mean, standard deviation, and distance information of a color image are used.
RR quality metrics using features of reference images (videos) need less transmission data than can be practically used as QA measures for multimedia service diagram of general RR QA. Transmitter sends features of the reference video via ancillary channel. Then, receiver analyzes features of distorted video and received data (features of the reference video) to estimate quality of distorted video.
quality metrics is dependent on the features extracted from Thus, many feature extraction methods have been proposed for IQA or VQA ], an RR quality metric is proposed using edge histogram descriptor (EHD) of nformation. Also, Wang and Simoncelli proposed wavelet coefficients as feature ]. They reduced the amount of transmission data by comparing computed of a reference video. However, multimedia services through network because they need all of a These methods are time. However, their result is not ] and structural similarity (SSIM) [10] PSNR considers the HVS based on the PSNR, utilizing the fact the Telecommunication . proposed the SSIM The SSIM uses the structural difference of images for the mean, variance, and covariance of reference and distorted images. Also, to ] was proposed by utilizing proposed the FR quality ], in which SVD results of each block NR quality metrics use any information of a reference video. Susstrunk and Winkler proposed a ]. They measured artifacts such as blocking, blurring, and color bleeding, from which they assessed color image tric using color information of an ]. They employed the CIELAB color space to reflect the HVS, in which the mean, transmission data than multimedia services. Transmitter sends features of the reference video via ancillary channel. Then, receiver analyzes features of distorted video and received data (features of the reference video) to estimate quality of distorted video. As in Figure  quality metrics 
Mean Opinion Score (MOS)
The purposed QA is to estimate the quality score that is close to human perception. In other words, the score data (assessed by human) is needed to evaluate the performance of a QA algorithm. The score data is called MOS. MOS can be calculated to difference MOS (DMOS) by applying double-stimulus continuous quality-scale (DSCQS) [21] . DMOS represents human perception for the difference between reference and distorted videos (images). DMOS is generally used to verify the performance of FR and RR QA algorithms.
Criteria for Performance Comparison
The performance of a QA metric can be quantitatively defined by calculating the similarity of a QA metric value and the DMOS. In this paper, as similarity criterion, the Pearson correlation coefficient (CC) is adopted, which is recommended by VQEG [4] . The Pearson CC of data A and B is defined as
where the operation • denotes inner product. Let A be the QA metric value and B be the DMOS,
Receiver Transmitter
then the absolute value of the Pearson CC can be used to represent the performance of a QA metric. That is, higher absolute value of the Pearson CC means that the QA metric is better.
To verify stability of QA metric, we also adopt outlier ratio (OR) (recommended by VQEG). An outlier signifies an observation that lies outside the expected distribution of a particular data set, for example, does not fall within represents that outlier data is rare, that is, OR is a measure of if the performance of a QA metric varies depending on the statistical characteristics of video (small OR value), then the QA metric is unstable.
In summary, an efficient QA metric gives a large Pearson CC and small OR used for performance comparison of QA metrics in Section
PROPOSED VIDEO QUALITY
In this paper, we propose two video quality metrics using MV extraction and MV Laplacian modeling. H.264/AVC basically estimates MV of 1/4 sub compression efficiency. H.264/AVC uses the variable block size for MV estimation, instead of the fixed block size as in conventional variable block size for each mode. Specifically, five internodes are supported in H.264/AVC: SKIP, 16×16, 16×8, 8×16, and 8×8 (known as macroblock (MB) partition). Note that 8×8 mode can be further divided into 8×8, 8×4, 4×8, and 4×4 (known as MB gives high compression efficiency using four MB sub type of each mode. the Pearson CC can be used to represent the performance of a QA metric. That is, higher absolute value of the Pearson CC means that the QA metric is better.
To verify stability of QA metric, we also adopt outlier ratio (OR) (recommended by VQEG). An er signifies an observation that lies outside the expected distribution of a particular data set, for example, does not fall within "2×standard deviation" from the DMOS. Thus, a small OR represents that outlier data is rare, that is, OR is a measure of stability of the QA metric. However, if the performance of a QA metric varies depending on the statistical characteristics of video (small OR value), then the QA metric is unstable.
efficient QA metric gives a large Pearson CC and small OR. Both measures are ison of QA metrics in Section 4.
UALITY METRIC
In this paper, we propose two video quality metrics using MV extraction and MV Laplacian the Pearson CC can be used to represent the performance of a QA metric. That is, higher absolute value of the Pearson CC means that the QA metric is better.
To verify stability of QA metric, we also adopt outlier ratio (OR) (recommended by VQEG). An er signifies an observation that lies outside the expected distribution of a particular data set, from the DMOS. Thus, a small OR of the QA metric. However, if the performance of a QA metric varies depending on the statistical characteristics of video . Both measures are
In this paper, we propose two video quality metrics using MV extraction and MV Laplacian pixel unit, which enhances the H.264/AVC uses the variable block size for MV estimation, instead of 2. Figure 3 shows variable block size for each mode. Specifically, five internodes are supported in H.264/AVC: SKIP, 16×16, 16×8, 8×16, and 8×8 (known as macroblock (MB) partition). Note that 8×8 mode partitions). H.264/AVC represents block 14]. MVHQM approximates the distribution of MVs as Laplacian distribution, in which parameter in Laplacian modeling is sent to a receiver for VQA. frame-accumulated 1-D MV histograms. However, in our study, an MV extraction process is not needed because MVs are directly decoded from a parsing block diagram of the proposed MVHQM. Information to be transmitted is MV distribution of the original video. Since MVs reflect feature information of a video, similarity of MVs between the reference and distorted videos are used to assess the quality of the distorted RR quality metrics usually compare information of each frame and accumulate the quality metric of each frame to assess the video quality. values and the DMOS, and finally get the modeling is sent to a receiver for VQA. Generally, an MV extraction process is needed to obtain D MV histograms. However, in our study, an MV extraction process is not needed because MVs are directly decoded from a parsing process at a receiver. Figure  m of the proposed MVHQM. Information to be transmitted is MV distribution of the Since MVs reflect feature information of a video, similarity of MVs between the reference and distorted videos are used to assess the quality of the distorted video. Conventional RR quality metrics usually compare information of each frame and accumulate the quality metric of each frame to assess the video quality. We employ a linear regression with the proposed metric , and finally get the video quality metric.
. Therefore, the similarity test between MV histograms of the reference and distorted videos can be To compare MV histograms of the reference and distorted videos, two commonly used similarity tests of histograms are considered: the histogram difference and
The histogram difference is a simple similarity test that the difference between two MV histograms.
Receiver Channel
Generally, an MV extraction process is needed to obtain D MV histograms. However, in our study, an MV extraction process is not ure 4 shows a m of the proposed MVHQM. Information to be transmitted is MV distribution of the Since MVs reflect feature information of a video, similarity of MVs between the video. Conventional RR quality metrics usually compare information of each frame and accumulate the quality metric
We employ a linear regression with the proposed metric without Laplacian modeling. 
where min denotes the minimum operation that takes the smaller value of the two values. To test the efficiency of the proposed algorithms, the proposed metrics are compared with the MOS. We employ a linear regression with the proposed metrics and the differential MOS (DMOS). The final motion vector histogram based quality metric (MVHQM) is defined as
where the subscript k represents the type (diff or int) of the similarity test of MV histograms used. Constant a and b can be computed by a linear regression between the proposed MVHQM and the DMOS. Two metrics MVHQM int and MVHQM diff give similar results. Thus, two video quality metrics are called the MVHQM.
Laplacian Modeling of MV Distribution
Generally, MV distribution can be well assumed as having a Laplacian distribution. In [22] , a Laplacian distribution was used for measuring the motion compensation error, context-adaptive arithmetic coding, or understanding of noise distribution. Therefore, we fit the distribution of MVs with a Laplacian distribution, in which the Laplacian distribution is defined as
where α represents the location parameter and β signifies the scale parameter.
To obtain parameters of a Laplacian distribution, we minimize the difference between the MV histogram and the Laplacian distribution, in which we use the chi-square distance [23] as a histogram difference measure. The chi-square distance is defined as Laplacian results are obtained through minimization using the chi-square method. If we know Lapalcian parameters, the MV distribution of the original video can be approximately obtained. Through this process we can obtain four parameters: Laplacian modeling parameters of the MV distribution in the horizontal and vertical directions ( β ௫ and β ௬, respectively) and the differences of the original MV distribution and the modeled distribution in the horizontal and vertical directions (݀ ௫ and ݀ ௬ , respectively). The total number of parameters are sent to a receiver as the features, and the final VQA is computed at the receiver. Figure 7 illustrates a block diagram of the proposed RR VQA, in which transmitter and receiver sides are separated.
At the transmitter, ݄ ௫ and ݄ ௬ in the horizontal and vertical directions of the original video can be obtained through MV distribution extraction, and the previously mentioned four parameters estimated through Laplacian modeling are transmitted to the receiver. At the receiver, MVs obtained from the parsing process are used to construct histograms and obtain MV distribution (݄ ௫ ௗ , ݄ ௬ ௗ ) in the horizontal and vertical directions. The proposed VQA method using Laplacian modeling of MV distribution (VLMVD) is an RR VQA method with the four parameters.
Proposed VLMVD
In this paper, the proposed VQA transmits the total number of four parameters. The total number of 8-byte meta-data are sent through the ancillary channel, in which two bytes are assigned to each parameter. Our algorithm has an advantage that it requires a smaller amount of meta-data than MVHQM or conventional methods such as FR and RR VQA methods. (13) where ݀ is a constant (݀ ൌ 0.001ሻ.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed metric and conventional video quality metrics, we use a total of 124 mobile videos in our experiments. This section shows the efficiency of the proposed MVHQMs by comparing the performance and transmission data size with conventional VQAs.
Test Video Data
Generally, the efficiency of the quality metric is dependent on how quality metric is close to the MOS. Therefore, to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, MOS data (scores) for test video clips are needed. We use the MOS data that are obtained from 30 people for test video clips [21] . A total of 124 mobile videos are used as test video data. The test video data consist of 46 mobile videos coded with H.263 (46 clips) and H.264/AVC (78 clips). 
Performance Comparison of VQA
As a similarity measure for VQA, we use the Pearson correlation coefficient (CC), which is one of quality measures recommended by the VQEG [6] , between the quality metric and the DMOS. The higher the Pearson CC is, the better the video quality metric is. Additionally, we use the outlier ratio (OR) for performance comparison of video quality metrics [6] , in which the quality metric with a lower OR is better.
The performance of the proposed method is compared with that of conventional methods; FR VQA methods such as edge PSNR [4] , video version of SSIM (VSSIM) [10] , video version of the image quality metric using singular value decomposition (VMSVD) [12] , and Czenakowski distance (CZD) [24] , as well as RR VQA methods such as MVHQM [14] , estimated PSNR (EPSNR) [17] , and local harmonic strength (LHS) with motion consideration factor (MCF) [25] . CZD is a downloaded software, in which only the first 25 frames are used. Figure 8 shows that edge PSNR shows the unstable performance among FR quality metrics and that MVQHM and VLMVD show fluctuating performance among RR quality metrics. The proposed method gives the best performance for the Akiyo sequence whereas the worst for the Foreman sequence. The proposed method as a RR VQA method shows the same performance as or slightly worse performance than the FR VQA method. Table 4 shows the performance comparison of the proposed and conventional methods for the whole video sequences. Bold numbers in Table 4 represent the methods with the best performance. Generally, FR VQA methods give better results than RR VQA methods in terms of the Pearson CC. However, the proposed VLMVD gives almost the same performance as the FR VQA methods. The proposed method gives the best performance in terms of the OR (the smaller, the better). The proposed VLMVD can give more stable results than the other VQA methods. When compared in terms of the amount of data required for FR VQA methods, a factor of 1.5 is multiplied with the number of frames T for CIF/QCIF video with 4:2:0 YCbCr, because FR VQA methods use both the luminance and (subsampled) chrominance channels. The proposed LHS method with MCF (LHS only) and the proposed metric with MCF (LHS+MCF) are RR VQA methods, with the amount of data required equal to only 1/1024. Note that FR VQA methods need a large number of bits because they require the whole original video. Each frame of CIF and QCIF sequences requires 100 and 25 bytes, respectively. EPSNR requires 68 and 17 bytes per frame for CIF and QCIF sequences [17] , respectively. In FR VQA methods, meta-data to be sent increases as the number of the frames increases. However, MVHQM requires 520 bytes per sequence regardless of the number of frames in the sequence, greatly reducing the amount of data required compared with FR VQA methods. The proposed VLMVD requires a total of 8 bytes, greatly reducing the meta-data that should be sent compared with FR as well as RR VQA methods. In summary, experiments with various test sequences show that the proposed VLMVD has an advantage that it requires a small amount of data, which is an important factor in RR VQA methods. Also the proposed VLMVD gives results similar to the conventional FR and RR VQA methods even though it requires less amount of data for meta-data. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes two RR algorithms; MVHQM with and without Laplacian modeling. Conventional FR VQA or RR VQA methods are not suitable for measuring the quality of multimedia services over the network because of a large amount of data required. The proposed method focuses on reducing the amount of data while ensuring the performance for required services. The proposed method approximates the MV distribution of the video using Laplacian modeling. Experimental results with various test sequences show that the proposed method gives the performance comparable to that of the conventional methods, while greatly reducing the amount of data to be transmitted, which is desirable for a quality metric of multimedia services. Another advantage is to get the MV in the parsing process without MV extraction process at the receiver.
The proposed method requires a greatly small number of bits, which is suitable for mobile services. Further research will focus on the extension of the proposed method to high-definition video or video containing texture.
